enspire

Small but mighty

Technical  Data

Enjoy the easiness ...
The baby lock brand has been appreciated for its
ease of use for decades. Both beginners and advanced sewers can enjoy the machines‘ special technical
features, such as the handy air threading system, and all of the possibilities they offer.
Even if you are using the machine for
the first time, you can focus on your
project and start sewing immediately
without tiresome threading. Everybody loves the outstanding sewing
results, no matter what fabrics and
threads are used.

Sewing is a hobby that offers you a high degree of
individuality, and allows you to follow your artistic inclinations, exchanging ideas with fellow enthusiasts.
This is the baby lock ideal!
The enspire is baby lock‘s most compact overlock machine. It’s
manual thread tension can be finely tuned to each stitch and fabric, allowing total control. Thanks to the bright LED lamp, you
can see every modification immediately. The cutter gap and
chaining finger move together at the same time to adapt
the stitch width individually. Fraying edges
belong to the past.

Jet-Air ThreadingTM System

Developed by baby lock in 1993

Needle threader

Type of machine		
Number of needles		
Number of threads		
Stitches per minute		
Stitch length			
Stitch width			
Differential feed		
Needle threader		

Overlock
1 to 2
4/3/2
1500
0,75 to 4 mm
2 to 9 mm
0,6 to 2:1
Available

Optimal results of
different substances
Clearly arranged controls

baby lock Campus
Tips & tricks for your creative hobby …
Download our instructions for free.
www.babylock.co.uk/campus

Melina tells us about the

enspire

from baby lock:

„I would always buy a baby lock again.“
For more details, please go to www.babylock.co.uk

LED lighting

Stitch selection
4-thread
overlock
Strong stitch to
process different
types of fabrics

2-thread
overlock
Thread-saving
edge-finishing stitch
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3-thread
overlock
wide
Edge-finish for
different types of
fabrics

3-thread
overlock
narrow
Edge-finish for
different types of
fabrics

2-thread flatlock
wide

2-thread flatlock
narrow

Elastic stitch
for stretchy
fabrics

Elastic stitch
for decorative
effects

Rolled hem

Edge finish &
decoration

Satin stitch

Decorative hem

